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Einstein-Cartan theory is an extension of the standard formulation of general relativity characterized by a
nonvanishing torsion. The latter is sourced by the matter fields via the spin tensor, and its effects are
expected to be important at very high spin densities. In this work, we analyze in detail the physics of
Einstein-Cartan theory with Dirac and Maxwell fields minimally coupled to the spacetime torsion. This
breaks the Uð1Þ gauge symmetry, which is suggested by the possibility of a torsion-induced phase
transition in the early Universe. The resulting Dirac-like and Maxwell-like equations are nonlinear with
self-interactions as well as having fermion-boson nonminimal couplings. We discuss several cosmological
aspects of this theory under the assumption of randomly oriented spin densities (unpolarized matter),
including bounces, acceleration phases, and matter-antimatter asymmetry in the torsion era, as well as late-
time effects such as the generation of an effective cosmological constant, dark energy, and future bounces
within cyclic solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The standard model of particles and interactions is an
extremely successful theoretical construction, being able to
describe the phenomena that we observe with current
detectors in particle accelerator collisions and in cosmic
rays. It rests deeply on (i) (quantum) gauge field theories,
which reveal a fundamental role of symmetry principles in
the physics of interactions, and (ii) on the rigid four-
dimensional flat (Minkowski) spacetime background of
special relativity, and as such, it does not include gravity.
The physics of particles and interactions of the early
Universe is extrapolated from the success of this paradigm
to describing the phenomena up to very high densities and
temperatures at the electroweak scale. In the very early
Universe, one should incorporate strong-field gravitational
effects, which requires new ideas in order to unveil the
nature of the gravitational interaction on such scales.
Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GR) rests on a
fundamental geometrical principle according to which
gravity is deeply connected to spacetime and, in particular,
to its geometry. Built upon this principle, GR has passed
many tests from the Solar System to binary pulsars [1],
stellar orbits around the central galactic black hole [2],
gravitational waves (GWs) from coalescing compact
objects [3–7], the indirect observation of the black hole’s
horizon (through its effects on surrounding radiation and
plasma) with the Event Horizon Telescope [8], and to some
extent, the cosmological observations [9]. Indeed, the
topics of dark matter and dark energy as well as the initial
conditions and big bang singularity are still fundamental
open questions that drive extensive research efforts. In
many cases, such efforts involve extensions of GR, which
have been confronted against the first results from GW
astronomy [10]. Several relevant reviews of these theories
and related phenomenology can be found, for instance, in
Refs. [11–19].
Both the amazing successes of symmetry principles in
the physics of interactions and the geometrical methods in
gravity can be consistently combined by extending the
gauge principle to gravity. Gauge theories of gravity reveal
indeed a deep connection between spacetime symmetries
and spacetime (non-Euclidean) geometries. Relevant
groups of spacetime transformations (changes in spacetime
coordinates) such as the Poincare´ P(1,3), the Weyl W(1,3),
the conformal C(1,3), the general linear GLð4;ℜÞ, and the
affine Að4;ℜÞ groups lead to different spacetime geom-
etries and of theories of gravity. This is done by imposing
the local symmetry of the matter Lagrangian upon the
acting of such transformations and by constructing the
gravitational Lagrangian with the (invariant) field strengths
corresponding to the gravitational gauge potentials. These
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field strengths turn out to be well-known geometrical
objects such as curvature, torsion, and nonmetricity.
Theories of gravity with richer spacetime geometries can
predict new physics beyond GR in strong gravity regimes
and also at the linearized weak-field limits. For detailed
reviews on gauge theories of gravity and their applications,
see [20–22].
In the early Universe, the standard model of particles and
interactions leads to the ideas of symmetry breaking phase
transitions and Higgs-like mechanisms depending on some
critical parameters, such as the temperature. Similarly,
different symmetries in the gauge theories of gravity can
be unified into higher symmetry groups or broken into
smaller ones. For instance, the conformal group includes
the Poincare´ group together with scale transformations
(Weyl rescaling) and proper conformal transformations,
and can be broken into the Poincare´ group. In these
symmetry breakings, the corresponding phase transitions
affect both the gravitational and matter field degrees of
freedom [23]. Indeed, phase transitions in the early
Universe, induced by these theories of gravity, are expected
to leave imprints, for instance, in the particle physics of the
quark-gluon-lepton plasma [24]. These imprints could be
probed by cosmological GWs [25], neutrino [26], and
radiation (CMB) [27] backgrounds. This may have a
profound impact on scale-invariance regimes and its
symmetry breaking, parity breaking [20–22], CP breaking
and matter/antimatter asymmetries [28,29], Uð1Þ-gauge
breaking [30], Higgs-like mechanisms, etc.
It is reasonable to assume that classical gauge theories of
gravity such as the metric-affine theories or Poincare´ gauge
theories of gravity (PGTG [28,31]) are effective, low-
energy limits of a more fundamental quantum gravity
theory. The PGTG class is fundamental (given the impor-
tance of the Poincare´ symmetries in relativistic field
theories) and the most general quadratic Lagrangian
(a` la Yang-Mills) contains parity breaking terms induced
by the richer Riemann-Cartan (RC) geometry with curva-
ture and torsion [28]. The simplest PGTG is Einstein-
Cartan-Sciama-Kibble (ECSK) theory [20–22], which
predicts torsion effects at very high energy densities via
an algebraic relation between the spin density of matter
fields and spacetime torsion. The latter affects the Einstein-
like equations for the metric but also the dynamics of
fermions and bosons coupled to gravity. Although the
effects upon the metric are expected to be relevant only at
extreme densities, such as those found in the early Universe
or inside black holes, the effects on the matter fields can be
important in the deep interior of compact objects such as
magnetars or hypothetical quark stars. In cosmology, these
effects are relevant for the physics around the grand
unification phase transition scale and beyond, and one
speaks of a torsion era, where the corresponding energy
density is expected to scale with ∼a−6. Indeed, theories
with torsion in cosmological scenarios have been
thoroughly studied in the literature for decades, with a
large pool of applications [32–41], as well as for their fðTÞ
extensions [42–50].
In a previous work [30], we considered an extension of
the ECSK theory by adding a minimal coupling to
fermionic (Dirac) and bosonic (Maxwell) fields in the
RC geometry. The resulting Einstein-Cartan-Dirac-
Maxwell (ECDM) model contains new nonlinear general-
ized Dirac-Hehl-Data and electromagnetic equations with
nonminimal interactions between fermionic and bosonic
fields. While the coupling to Dirac fields has been
considered previously in the literature, for instance, within
particle physics [51–56], the minimal coupling of Maxwell
fields to torsion breaks the Uð1Þ gauge symmetry, and
therefore, it is usually assumed that torsion simply does not
couple to electromagnetic fields. Any new physics in
extreme environments, linked to aUð1Þ symmetry breaking
phase transition induced by torsion is therefore unexplored,
and as far as we know, there are no observational con-
straints in the literature, though we point out that ECSK
leaves the vacuum dynamics unaffected, implying its
consistency with Solar System experiments. In general,
cosmological torsion effects are expected to dominate
when Cartan’s density, ρC ∼ 1054 g=cm3 is approached,
and therefore, the ECDM model allows us to implement a
valid physical mechanism to generate cosmological phase
transitions during the torsion era [30].
The main aim of the present paper is therefore to derive
the cosmological equations governing the geometry and the
matter fields within ECDM theory, and to study thoroughly
their consequences for the dynamics of the Universe. The
latter involve the existence of cosmological bounces and
the generation of an effective cosmological constant, which
were already present in the usual ECSK theory, as well as
some novelties under the form of acceleration/desaccelera-
tion phases, matter-antimatter asymmetry, and late-time
effects including the existence of cyclic cosmologies with a
desacceleration period ended in a bounce and followed by a
new acceleration period. These findings highlight the
richness of the theories with torsion in yielding new
features of interest not present in the Λ cold dark matter
concordance model.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, mostly
supported on the results of Ref. [30], we introduce ECDM
gravity, paying special attention to the minimal couplings
between torsion and matter represented by classical
fundamental bosonic and fermionic fields and deriving
the gravitational field equations. Section III contains the
core results of this work, including the modified Friedman
equations and related phenomenology of interest within
different cosmological regimes, as well as the dynamics of
bosonic (Maxwell) and fermionic (Dirac) fields in the
cosmological framework. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summa-
rize our findings and further discuss and interpret our
results.
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II. EINSTEIN-CARTAN-DIRAC-MAXWELL
THEORY
A. Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble theory
The ECSK theory and its ECDM extension considered in
this work are endowed with a Riemann-Cartan (RC)
geometry (see [20,22]), i.e., with curvature and torsion
Tαμν ≡ Γα½μν, and its action can be written as
SECSK ¼
1
2κ2
Z
d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g
p
Rþ
Z
d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g
p
Lm; ð1Þ
with the following definitions and conventions: κ2 ¼ 8πG,
where G is Newton’s constant, g is the determinant of the
spacetime metric gμν, the curvature scalar R ¼ gμνRμν is
constructed out of the Ricci tensor RμνðΓÞ≡ RαμανðΓÞ, and
the matter Lagrangian Lm ¼ Lmðgμν;Γ;ψmÞ depends on
the metric and the matter fields ψm and also on contortion
Kαμν ≡ Tαμν þ 2TðμνÞα via the covariant derivatives of the
matter fields. We note that in the above action, the fact that
the RC connection, Γλμν ¼ Γ˜λμν þ Kλμν,1 has an antisymmet-
ric part, yields new contributions to the standard Einstein
equations and to the dynamical equations for the matter
fields.
From the perspective of a gauge formulation of gravity
and the metric-affine approach, the theory is consistently
formulated with the tetrads and spin (Lorentz) connection
variables (ϑa; wab) representing the gravity or geometric
degrees of freedom, which are associated to the usual
spacetime metric and affine connection variables. The field
equations are obtained by independent variation of the
above action with respect to metric and contortion (or,
equivalently, with respect to the tetrads and the Lorentz spin
connection) and the matter fields. The corresponding
Einstein-like equations can then be cast as
G˜μν ¼ κ2Teffμν ; ð2Þ
where G˜μν is the usual Einstein tensor, and Teffμν ¼ Tμν þ
Uμν is the effective energy-momentum tensor composed of
the usual dynamical energy-momentum piece Tμν, while
theUμν term emerges from the quadratic torsion corrections
to the Ricci tensor and introduces corrections quadratic in
the contortion (or torsion). It is important to note that in
ECSK theory, torsion does not propagate and obeys the
Cartan equations,
Tαβγ þ δαβTγ − δαγTβ ¼ κ2sαβγ; ð3Þ
or
Tαβγ ¼ κ2ðsαβγ þ δα½βsγÞ; ð4Þ
where sαμν ≡ δLmδKμνα is the spin tensor of matter, with
dimensions of energy/area or spin/volume. Since in the
absence of matter the spin density tensor vanishes, this
implies that ECDM theories does not propagate additional
degrees of freedom beyond the two polarizations of the
gravitational field of GR, and as consequence, it is ghost-
free and not affected by any of the associated instabilities
(for a detailed analysis of this question for general metric-
affine theories see [57]).
B. Matter Lagrangian and torsion from
fundamental fermionic and bosonic fields
In this subsection, we shall briefly summarize the main
steps to derive the matter field dynamics and discuss the
most salient features at the Lagrangian level, in order to
pave the ground for the new results obtained in this work.
For a more detailed derivation, see Ref. [30]. Thus, we
consider a minimal coupling between torsion and matter,
the latter represented here by classical bosonic (four-vector)
and fermionic (four-spinor) fields. This can be directly
implemented at the level of the matter Lagrangian as
Lm ¼ LD þ LM þ jμAμ; ð5Þ
where jμ ¼ qψ¯γμψ is Dirac’s four current, and
LD ¼ L˜D þ KαβμsμαβD ð6Þ
is the Dirac Lagrangian with minimal coupling to the
geometry of RC spacetime,2 and sDαβγ ¼ 12 ϵαβγλs˘λ is the
totally antisymmetric Dirac spin tensor, expressed in terms
of the axial (spin) vector s˘λ ¼ ℏ
2
ψ¯γλγ5ψ.
Similarly, bosons are represented by the generalized
Maxwell Lagrangian in a RC spacetime written as
1Unless stated otherwise, in this work, all quantities with a
tilde represent the corresponding expressions computed in GR
(curved, pseudo-Riemann spacetime).
2This expression is derived from the Dirac Lagrangian density,
LDirac ¼
iℏ
2
ðψ¯γμDμψ − ðDμψ¯ÞγμψÞ −mψ¯ψ ;
for spinors ψ and their adjoints ψ¯ ¼ ψþγ0, where the covariant
derivatives are defined as
Dμψ ¼ D˜μψ þ
1
4
Kαβμγαγβψ ;
Dμψ¯ ¼ D˜μψ¯ −
1
4
Kαβμψ¯γαγβ;
with Dμ and D˜μ being the (Fock-Ivanenko) covariant derivatives
built with the Cartan connection and the Levi-Civita connection,
respectively, and γμ are the induced Dirac-Pauli matrices, which
obey fγμ; γνg ¼ 2gμνI, where I is the 4 × 4 unit matrix. Taking
L˜D, we get the expression for Dirac’s Lagrangian in curved
spacetime.
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LM ¼
λ
4
FμνFμν; ð7Þ
where λ is a coupling parameter setting the system of units.
The generalized field strength tensor is defined as
Fμν ≡∇μAν −∇νAμ ¼ F˜μν þ 2Kλ½μνAλ;
where ∇μ is the covariant derivative in RC spacetime
constructed with the Cartan connection, while F˜μν ¼
∂μAν − ∂νAμ is the standard field strength tensor when
torsion is neglected. More explicitly, Eq. (7) can be
expressed as
LM ¼ L˜M þ λðTλμνTγμνAγ þ TλμνF˜μνÞAλ: ð8Þ
We see that the torsion contribution explicitly breaks the
Uð1Þ symmetry of (Maxwell) massless four-vector fields
coupled to (Dirac) fermions. For this matter Lagrangian,
the Cartan equations (3) become
Tαβγ ¼ κ2ðsD αβγ þ sM αβγ þ δα½βsMγ Þ; ð9Þ
where we have broken down the total spin sλαβ ¼ sMλαβþ
sDλαβ, in terms of its electromagnetic,
sMλμν ≡ δL
corr
M
δKμνλ
¼ λA½μFνλ
¼ λðA½μF˜νλ þ 2A½μTανλAαÞ; ð10Þ
and Dirac contributions (to be explicitly computed on each
case). After some algebra, Cartan’s equations (9) yield
torsion as a function of the fermionic and bosonic fields as
Tαβγ ¼ κ2

s˜Mαβγ þ sDαβγ þ 2λκ2sD α½β ρAγAρ
þ 2
2þ λκ2A2 ðδ
α
½βs˜
M
γ − λκ
2AαA½β s˜Mγ Þ

; ð11Þ
with s˜λαβ ≡ λA½αF˜βλ and s˜ν ¼ s˜ανα. A particular case of this
expression is the one of fermionic torsion,
Tαβγ ¼ κ2sDαβγ; sDαβγ ¼
1
2
ϵαβγλs˘λ; ð12Þ
that is, torsion being exclusively the result of fermionic
spin, neglecting the contribution from bosonic fields to the
spin tensor. Under this condition, we simply have Tαβγ ¼
Kαβγ. We will consider this simplified regime later in some
applications.
In general, from the contortion contributions to the Dirac
Lagrangian (6), only the (completely) antisymmetric part
survives, giving
LDirac ¼ L˜Dirac þ 3T˘λs˘Dλ ; ð13Þ
where the axial vector part of torsion, in the full regime,
reads
T˘λ ≡ 1
6
ϵλαβγTαβγ
¼ κ2

−
s˘λ
2
þ λ
6
ϵμβγλð2κ2sDρ½μβAγAρ þ A½μF˜βγÞ

ð14Þ
and is computed from Eq. (11), and we have omitted the D
symbol in the Dirac axial spin vector to shorten notation.
We therefore arrive at
LD ¼ L˜D − s˘λs˘λ

3κ2
2
þ λκ4A2

þ λκ4ðA · s˘Þ2
þ λκ
2
2
ϵμβγλs˘λA½μF˜βγ; ð15Þ
where we have introduced the notation s˘2 ≡ s˘λs˘λ, A2 ≡
AλAλ and s˘ · A≡ s˘λAλ. The first term of Eq. (15) is Dirac’s
Lagrangian on a (pseudo) Riemann spacetime, while the
other terms come from the corrections of a RC geometry,
including spin-spin self-interactions and nonminimal cou-
plings with the bosonic fields.
As for the generalized Maxwell Lagrangian, in the
regime of random fermionic spin distributions (zero aver-
age, macroscopic spin), where we retain only the terms
quadratic with the Dirac spin quantities, we obtain
LMcorr ≈ λ2κ2A½μF˜νλF˜μνAλ
þ 2λκ
2F˜μν
2þ λκ2A2 A
½μs˜νð1 − λκ2A2Þ
þ λ3κ4A½μF˜νλA½μF˜νγAλAγ
þ 4λκ
4A½μs˜νA½μs˜ν
ð2þ λκ2A2Þ2 ½1 − λκ
2A2ð2 − λκ2A2Þ
−
λκ4
2
½A2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2: ð16Þ
The first four terms correspond to self-interactions, while
the last one depends on the spinors via the Dirac axial
vector s˘λ and represents nonminimal boson-fermion
interactions.
Let us note that in the simplified regime of fermionic
torsion, the Dirac Lagrangian boils down to
LD ¼ L˜D −
3κ2
2
s˘2; ð17Þ
and the electromagnetic one to
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LM ¼ L˜M − λ

κ4
2
ðs˘2A2 − ðs˘ · AÞ2Þ − κ
2
2
fνs˘ν

; ð18Þ
where we have introduced the (axial) vector,
fρ ≡ ϵλμνρAλF˜μν; ð19Þ
and the corresponding term can be neglected under the
assumption of the random spin distribution.
From the matter Lagrangian in (5), using (15) and (16),
as well as (17) and (18), the corresponding dynamical
energy-momentum tensors, which enter in the gravitational
equations, can be obtained, as well as the matter fields
equation of motion.
C. Gravitational field equations
To cast the effective Einstein equations (2) under a
suitable form, we first note that the Ricci scalar of a RC
spacetime geometry is related to the Riemann one in terms
of the expression,
R ¼ R˜ − 2∇˜λKαλα þ gβνðKαλαKλβν − KαλνKλβαÞ:
One can then compute the torsion-induced piece of the
effective energy-momentum tensor, Uμν ¼ − 2ffiffiffiffi−gp δð ffiffiffiffi−gp CÞδgμν ,
from the definition,
C≡ − 1
2κ2
ðKαλαKβλβ þ KαλβKλβαÞ: ð20Þ
This yields quadratic corrections in torsion, U ∼ κ−2T2, or
in the spin variables, U ∼ κ2s2, via Cartan’s equations. On
the other hand, the dynamical energy-momentum tensor,
Tμν ¼ − 2ffiffiffiffi−gp δð ffiffiffiffi−gp LmÞδgμν , is computed as usual from the matter
Lagrangian, which yields the explicit result,
Tμν ¼ T˜μν − 4jðμAνÞ þ jλAλgμν þ ΠMintμν þ ΞDintμν ; ð21Þ
where T˜μν ¼ T˜Diracμν þ T˜Maxμν , is the energy-momentum ten-
sor for the matter fields in a Riemannian spacetime. In the
above expression, the term ΠMintμν ¼ − 2ffiffiffiffi−gp ∂LMcorr∂gμν arises from
the (second term in the) bosonic Lagrangian (8) and
includes nonminimal boson-fermion interactions (induced
by torsion) and also bosonic self-interactions. Similarly,
ΞDintμν comes from the Dirac Lagrangian, i.e., ΞDintμν ¼
− 2ffiffiffiffi−gp ∂LDcorr∂gμν , where LDcorr ≡ 3T˘λs˘Dλ , and it corresponds to
nonminimal fermion-boson interactions (induced by tor-
sion) and also spin-spin fermionic self-interactions.
To illustrate these expressions, let us consider the ansatz
F˜μν ¼ 0, corresponding to a spacetime with Aμ ¼ ðϕðtÞ;
0; 0; 0Þ). In this case, we find s˜αβγ ¼ 0, and the last two
terms in Eq. (21) read
ΠMintμν þ ΞDintμν ¼ 6ðκ2 þ λκ4A2Þs˘μs˘ν þ 6λκ4s˘2AμAν
− 16λκ4ðA · s˘ÞAðμs˘νÞ
þ 1
2
½λκ4ðA · s˘Þ2 − s˘2ð3κ2 þ λκ4A2Þgμν;
ð22Þ
while Eq. (20) yields (by substituting the torsion compo-
nents by spin quantities using Cartan’s equations)
C ¼ − κ
2
2
½sλsλ þ sμνλðsνλμ þ sλμν þ sμλνÞ: ð23Þ
From this expression, we can compute the torsion-induced
contribution to the energy-momentum tensor (due to the
Ricci scalar in a RC spacetime) as
Uμν ¼ κ2fAμAν2λκ2½s˘2ð2 − λκ2A2Þ
− λκ2½A2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2
þ s˘μs˘ν½2λκ2A2ð2 − λκ2A2Þ − 3g
þ 4λκ4ð2 − λκ2A2ÞðA · s˘ÞAðμs˘νÞ þ Cgμν; ð24Þ
with
C ¼ − κ
2
2

λκ2ð2 − λκ2A2ÞðA2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2Þ − 3
2
s˘2

: ð25Þ
The effective energy-momentum tensor is therefore given
by the expression,
Teffμν ¼ T˜μν − 4jðμAνÞ þ jλAλgμν − s˘μs˘νκ2½−3 − λκ2A2ð1þ 2ðλκ2A2ÞÞ þ AμAνλκ4½s˘2½6þ 2ð2 − λκ2A2Þ
− 2λκ2½A2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2 þ Aðμs˘νÞðA · s˘Þλκ4ð4ð2 − λκ2A2Þ − 16Þ −

κ2s˘2

3
4
þ λκ
2A2
2

þ λκ
4
2
½ð2 − λκ2A2ÞðA2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2Þ − ðA · s˘Þ2

gμν: ð26Þ
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Another simplifying scenario is when torsion exclusively
results from the spin tensor of fermions, neglecting the
bosonic contribution to the Cartan equations. Furthermore,
let us keep only terms quadratic in the Dirac spin variables,
with the linear ones vanishing upon averaging for random
distributions of spin. Under these assumptions, using
Cartan’s equations (12), we get
Uμν ¼ κ2

3
4
s˘2gμν − 3s˘μs˘ν

; ð27Þ
and
ΞDμν ¼ κ2

6s˘μs˘ν −
3
2
s˘2gμν

; ð28Þ
[derived from Eq. (17)], and
ΠMμν ¼ λκ4

s˘2AμAν þ A2s˘μs˘ν − 4ðs˘ · AÞs˘ðμAνÞ
−
gμν
2
ðA2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2Þ

; ð29Þ
[derived from (18)]. Thus, the final result reads
Teffμν ¼ T˜μν − 4jðμAνÞ þ jλAλgμν − κ2s˘μs˘νð−3þ λκ2A2Þ
þ λκ4½AμAνs˘2 − 4Aðμs˘νÞðA · s˘Þ
−

3κ2
4
s˘2 þ λκ
4
2
ðA2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2Þ

gμν: ð30Þ
III. COSMOLOGICAL DYNAMICS
The full set of gravitational, electromagnetic, and fer-
mionic equations of the ECDM model can be derived from
the action (1) with the matter Lagrangian (5), which
implement the minimal coupling between torsion and
matter fields. This results in torsion-induced nonminimal
couplings between fermions and bosons and also in self-
interactions [30]. In this section, we shall study the
cosmological dynamics associated to this framework, under
the assumption of randomly oriented spin densities (unpo-
larized matter).
A. Fluid description and Friedman equations
Let us assume a homogeneous and isotropic Universe,
which is described by the Friedman-Lemaître-Robertson-
Walker (FLRW) metric, given by the line element,
ds2 ¼ dt2 − a2ðtÞ

dr2
1 − kr2
þ r2dΩ2

; ð31Þ
where aðtÞ is the scale factor and k denotes the curvature of
space. As usual, matter is described by a perfect fluid with
an energy-momentum tensor Tμν ¼ diagðρ;−p;−p;−pÞ,
where ρ and p are the energy density and pressure,
respectively. For the sake of this section, we shall consider
both (relativistic) fermionic matter and radiation coupled to
spacetime torsion.
One of the most common approaches to cosmology with
spin is to consider the Weyssenhof spin fluid (see Ref. [22],
for details), which can be seen as the classical approxi-
mation of a fluid of fermionic matter with macroscopic spin
effects. In this paper, however, we shall take instead the
approach from fundamental Dirac spinors. To this end,
it is usual to consider that for comoving observers the
spin (axial) vector is spatial, i.e., s˘λuλ ¼ 0, where uα ¼
ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ is the fluid’s unit four-velocity field.
Nevertheless, since fermionic fields are appropriately
represented by four spinors, which can be regarded as
fundamental quantum fields, in order to establish a (macro-
scopic) fluid description, we will adopt the correspondence
principle approach, through the definitions,3
s˘2 ≡ ℏ
2
4
hψ¯γνγ5ψðψ¯γνγ5ψÞi: ð32Þ
Accordingly, in the expressions for the effective energy
densities and pressures, all (fermionic) spin quantities
should be regarded as expectation values. Moreover,
throughout the rest of this paper, we shall assume that
the cosmological fluid has vanishing macroscopic intrinsic
spin on average ( ¯˘s ≃ 0), under the unpolarized matter
assumption. However, quantities quadratic in spin do not
average to zero. Thus, by taking ¯˘s2 ¼ gkks˘ks˘k and s˘is˘j ≈
diagðs˘1s˘1g11s˘2s˘2g22s˘3s˘3g33Þ ≈ δijs˘2=3, invoking isotropy,
we assume that for fermions we have (on average)
s˘2 ¼ βsn2ðtÞ; s˘is˘j ¼
s˘2
3
δij ∼
n2ðtÞ
3
δij; ð33Þ
where nðtÞ ∼ a−3 and jβsj ∼ ℏ2. We therefore neglect
possible anisotropic pressure contributions from the
s˘is˘j terms.
As for the bosonic vector potential, we use two different
ansatze: (i) Aμ ¼ ðϕðtÞ; 0; 0; 0Þ, therefore, F˜μν ¼ 0 and
s˜αβγ ¼ 0, and ii) A ¼ ð0; A⃗ðtÞÞ (with its orientation
3One can see that
s˘2 ≡ ℏ
2
4
hψ¯γνγ5ψðψ¯γνγ5ψÞi ¼
ℏ2
4
hψ¯γaγ5ψðψ¯γaγ5ψÞi;
should scale as s˘2 ∼ hðψ¯ψÞ2i ∼ n2ðtÞ, where n is the number
density of fermions. Here, a ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3 and the usual constant
Pauli-Dirac matrices γc, which obey fγa; γbg ¼ 2ηabI, are related
to the γμ matrices via γμeaμ ¼ γa, where eaμ are the tetrads
satisfying gμν ¼ ηabeaμebν and eaμebμ ¼ δab, ecνecμ ¼ δμν and ηab
is the Minkowski metric.
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randomly distributed to respect isotropy), therefore, A⃗ ≃ 0,
and we have AkAk ¼ A⃗2 ≠ 0 and take AiAj ≈ δijA⃗2=3, again
invoking isotropy.
1. Friedman equations
The generalized Einstein equations (2) can be written, in
the FLRW background (31), for isotropic pressure, as

_a
a

2
¼ κ
2
3
ðρþ ρcorrÞ − k
a2
; ð34Þ
ä
a
¼ − κ
2
6
½3ðpþ pcorrÞ þ ðρþ ρcorrÞ; ð35Þ
where as usual dots over functions mean time derivatives.
Here, ρeff ¼ ρþ ρcorr and ρcorr ¼ ρs þ ρs−A þ ρA−A with
the corrections to GR corresponding to the spin-spin
interaction energy, the nonminimal interactions between
fermionic spin and the bosonic four potential, as well as
bosonic self-interactions, and the same apply to the
pressure contributions. We shall split now our analysis
in four different cases.
(i) Case I: Under the ansatz of random fermionic spin
and Aμ ¼ ðϕðtÞ; 0; 0; 0Þ, using Eq. (26), we get for
the correction densities and pressures,
ρcorr ≃ −κ2s˘2

3
4
þ λκ2ϕ2

7
2
λκ2ϕ2 −
17
2

; ð36Þ
pcorrδij ≃ −κ2s˘2

1
4
þ λκ2ϕ2

1
6
−
1
6
λκ2ϕ2

δij; ð37Þ
respectively.
(ii) Case II: Under the ansatz of Aμ to be spatial
and randomly oriented, A ¼ ð0; A⃗ðtÞÞ, the Maxwell
Lagrangian in (16) can be written as
LMcorr ¼ fðAÞF˜0kF˜0jAkAj −
λκ4
2
½A2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2:
ð38Þ
Using now Eq. (15), we obtain
ρcorr¼−κ2s˘2

3
2
þλκ2A2

−fðAÞF˜0kF˜0jAkAjþρcorrU ;
ð39Þ
with fðAÞ given by
fðAÞ ¼ λ
2κ2
2

λκ2A2ð4þ λκ2A2ðλκ2A2 − 1ÞÞ þ 2
ð2þ λκ2A2Þ2
þ λκ2A2 − 2

: ð40Þ
Here, ρcorrU is the contribution coming from the Uμν
tensor, which gives a quite cumbersome and far from
illuminating expression, and the other terms come
from the corrections to the Tμν tensor. Since the
relevant torsion-induced corrections coming from
the tensor Uμν are quadratic in the contortion, by
taking into account Eq. (11) and neglecting terms
that scale linearly with s˘, we obtain (approximately)
a similar expression,
ρcorr ≈ s˘2ðCþ ðhþ bA2ÞA2Þ þ hðAÞ _Aj _AkAjAk;
ð41Þ
with hðAÞ some expression of A with dimensions of
λ2κ2. The first term includes spin-spin fermion self-
interactions and fermion-boson nonminimal cou-
plings, while the last term represents the energy
density from bosonic self-interactions, although
other self-interactions of the form ∼λ2κ4xðAÞF˜2A6
can also be present.
As for the pressure corrections, pcorr, neglecting
anisotropic stresses, we arrive at a similar (approxi-
mate) expression,
pcorrδkm≈ ½s˘2ðDþðqþcA2ÞA2Þþ tðAÞ _Aj _AkAjAkδkm:
ð42Þ
The anisotropic stresses are present, in general,
coming, for instance, from a term of the form
F˜0kAkF˜0ðiAjÞ in the effective energy momentum
tensor, which can be written as ∼F˜0iF˜0jA2 using
AiAj ≈ A⃗
2δij=3. The corresponding stresses T
k
j can
be recast into the (averaged) isotropic form
∼ _Am _AmA2δkj , by making the approximation _A
k _Aj ≈
_Am _Amδkj=3. In this case, the final expression would
be approximately isotropic, having exactly the same
functional form as in the equation above. The second
term can be simplified, using again AiAj ≈ A⃗
2δij=3
and _Ak _Aj ≈ _Am _Amδkj=3, which yields
ρcorr ≈ s˘2ðCþ ðhþ bA2ÞA2Þ þ 1
9
hðAÞ _A2A2; ð43Þ
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and
pcorrδkm ≈

s˘2ðDþ ðqþ cA2ÞA2Þ þ 1
9
tðAÞ _A2A2

δkm:
ð44Þ
(iii) Case III (fermionic torsion): Let us now consider the
regime in which the bosonic spin tensor does not
contribute to torsion, i.e., bosonic fields are influ-
enced by spacetime torsion and affect the cosmo-
logical dynamics but do not backreact on torsion. In
this case, using the ansatz Aμ ¼ ðϕðtÞ; 0; 0; 0Þ, from
Eq. (30), we find
ρcorr ≃ −κ2s˘2

3
4
þ λκ
2
2
ϕ2

; ð45Þ
pcorrδij ≃ −κ2s˘2

1
4
−
5λκ2
6
ϕ2

δij: ð46Þ
(iv) Case IV (fermionic torsion): Under the ansatz
Aμ ¼ ð0; A⃗ðtÞÞ, we get
ρcorr ≃ −κ2s˘2

3
4
þ λκ
2
3
A⃗2

; ð47Þ
pcorrδij ≃ −κ2s˘2

1
4
−
2λκ2
3
A⃗2

δij: ð48Þ
A slight modification of this case occurs when,
instead of the approximations AkAj ≈ A2δkj=3, and
s˘ks˘j ≈ s˘2δkj=3, we consider AkAj ≈ A2δkj, and
s˘ks˘j ≈ s˘2δkj . This way, we arrive at the following
expressions:
ρcorr ≃ −κ2s˘2

3
4
− λκ2A⃗2

; ð49Þ
pcorrδij ≃ −κ2s˘2

9
4
þ λκ2A⃗2

δij: ð50Þ
In all these cases, we used s˘2 ¼ βsn2ðtÞ ¼ αsa−6, which
means that in the very early Universe the spin-spin effects
start to strongly dominate over the usual energy density and
pressure of the relativistic fluid. The s˘2 ∼ a−6 behavior is
usually considered in cosmological applications of ECSK
theory for fluids with spin. It follows directly from a
conserved fluid component corresponding to the spin-spin
interaction, with an effective stifflike equation of state,
ws ¼ ps=ρs ¼ 1. It is also a natural result from the theory
of fermionic Dirac spinors. In ECSK theory, it is the
negative value of ρs that acts as a repulsive effect. In the
present ECDM model, the other contributions (ρs−A) may
affect the early Universe dynamics by reinforcing or
counteracting this repulsive phenomena, depending on
the sign and strength of these extra terms.
In order to explore the solutions of the dynamics in this
torsion era we need to evaluate the time dependence of the
bosonic four potential or equivalently, its behavior with the
cosmological scale factor. Besides the Friedman equations
we have at our disposal also the effective energy-
momentum conservation equation, ∇˜μTμνeff ¼ 0, the gener-
alized electromagnetic equations and the corresponding
effective charge conservation. Beyond the fluid approach,
one needs to consider the dynamics of fundamental
fermionic degrees of freedom, that is, the Dirac equation
in the FLRW cosmological framework.
2. Effective conservation equation
Let us thus consider the generalized energy-momentum
conservation,
_ρeff þ 3Hðρeff þ peffÞ ¼ 0; ð51Þ
with ρeff ¼ ρþ ρcorr and peff ¼ pþ pcorr. For simplicity,
we shall consider the different contributions to the effective
energy density as different fluid components which are
independently conserved. These components correspond to
the usual relativistic fluid (“radiation”) term, the torsion-
induced spin-spin interaction, an additional term represent-
ing the nonminimal interaction between the fermionic
spin and the bosonic potential, as well as bosonic self-
interactions (both also induced by the spin-torsion Cartan
relation), i.e.,
ρeff ¼ ρþ ρs−s þ ρs−A þ ρA−A; ð52Þ
and analogously for the pressures. From now on, we will
focus our attention in cases I, III, and IV, neglecting in this
way the bosonic self interactions ρA−A. Therefore, inde-
pendent conservation implies
_ρs−A þ 3Hðρs−A þ ps−AÞ ¼ 0: ð53Þ
This can be solved in order to provide the AμðtÞ dependence
or, alternatively, to get the dependence with the scale factor
AðaÞ as
dρs−A
da
þ 3
a
ðws−A þ 1Þρs−A ¼ 0; ð54Þ
which yields the solution ρs−A ∼ a−3ðws−Aþ1Þ for con-
stant ws−A.
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3. Torsion due to fermionic spin, neglecting the
contribution from the bosonic spin tensor
As a specific example, let us consider the cases III and IV
above. We have ws−A ¼ −5=3 and ws−A ¼ −2, respec-
tively, and therefore, ρs−A ∼ a2 and ρs−A ∼ a3, respectively,
which in turn implies that ϕ ∼ a4 and AjAj ¼ ðAjÞ2gjj ∼
a9, respectively. In the last case, since gjj ∼ a−2, we get
Aj ∼ a11=2. More rigorously, for ρs−A ¼ Cs˘2ϕ2, (as in case
III) with C a constant and ps−A=ρs−A ¼ ws−A also constant,
we obtain
s˘2
dϕ2
da
þ 3
a

ws−A þ 1þ
a
3s˘2
ds˘2
da

s˘2ϕ2 ¼ 0; ð55Þ
which yields the solution,
ϕðaÞ ∼ a−3ðws−A−1Þ=2: ð56Þ
This is compatible with the previous conclusion that for
ws−A ¼ −5=3 we get ϕ ∼ a4. Analogously, for ρs−A ¼
Cs˘2A⃗2 (as in case IV) with ps−A=ρs−A ¼ ws−A constant,
we obtain
A⃗2 ∼ a−3ðws−A−1Þ; ð57Þ
and therefore,
A2j ∼ a−3ðws−Aþ1−2Þþ2; ð58Þ
which for ws−A ¼ −2, provides Aj ∼ a11=2.
Let us summarize the main conclusions so far. Under the
simplifying assumption that the energy contributions from
the masses of relativistic fermions and bosons, from the
spin-spin interaction, and from the fermion-boson non-
minimal interactions are separately conserved, with no
energy exchanges between them, the terms representing the
nonminimal interactions scale with ρs−A ∼ −λκ4ℏ2a2 or
ρs−A ∼ λκ4ℏ2a3 depending on the ansatz for the bosonic
four potential. In the alternative derivation of case IV, we
get instead ρs−A ∼ −λκ4ℏ2a0 (ws−A ¼ −1). This means that
at least when torsion is exclusively due to fermionic spin,
the nonminimal couplings induced by the Uð1Þ symmetry
breaking should not introduce major deviations from the
usual ECSK theory in the torsion era of the early Universe.
This follows from the ρs ∼ a−6 behavior that dominates the
early-Universe dynamics. However, interesting late-time
effects can occur, as we shall see.
4. Torsion due to the spin tensor of fermions and bosons
In this scenario, for case I, we have
ρs−A ¼ Cs˘2ϕ2ðhþ bϕ2Þ; ð59Þ
ps−A ¼ Cs˘2ϕ2ðdþ cϕ2Þ: ð60Þ
Assuming that ws−AðaÞ ¼ ps−A=ρs−A ≃ constant, we get
ρs−A ∼ a−3ðws−Aþ1Þ: ð61Þ
Moreover, in this case, we can take the approximation
ws−AðaÞ ≃ c=b ¼ −1=24, that gets progressively more
accurate for larger values of ϕ, and we have
ρs−A ∼Oða−2;88Þ; ð62Þ
again not competing with the a−6 behavior of the spin-spin
energy density. The evolution for ϕðaÞ can be then inferred
from
ϕ2ðhþ bϕ2Þ ∼Oða−3ðws−A−1ÞÞ; ð63Þ
which implies that ϕ ∼Oða0;78Þ or, alternatively, from the
conservation equation, leading to
dϕ2
da
þ 3
a

ws−A þ 1þ
a
3s˘2
ds˘2
da

ϕ2 þ bϕ
2
ðhþ bϕ2Þ
dϕ2
da
¼ 0;
ð64Þ
which yields the solution,
aðϕÞ ∼ exp

1
3w¯ϕ
þ
ffiffiffi
b
h
r
tan−1
 ffiffiffi
b
h
r
ϕ

; ð65Þ
with w¯≡ ws−A − 1.
More rigorously, if we do not assume ws−AðaÞ ¼
ps−A=ρs−A to be constant, then we get
dϕ2
da

1þ bϕ
2
ðhþ bϕ2Þ

þ 3
a

dþ cϕ2
hþ bϕ2

ϕ2
¼ − 3
a

1þ a
3s˘2
ds˘2
da

ϕ2; ð66Þ
which yields the following solution:
aðϕÞ ∼ exp

−
h
3ðh − dÞϕ
þ ½bðh − 2dÞ þ chtan
−1½ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffib − cp ϕÞ= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffih − dp 
3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b − c
p ðh − dÞ3=2

:
ð67Þ
For the values of h, b, d, c given in the expression of case I,
we obtain a specific biparametric family of curves (depend-
ing on the parameter λ and an integration constant), which
show ϕ increasing with an increasing scale factor in the
domains where the function is invertible. We obtain a
similar solution for case II, with ρs−A ≈ Cs˘2A2ðhþ bA2Þ if
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we neglect the ∼ð _AjAjÞ2 term by replacing ϕ → A and h, b
by the corresponding coefficients.
As a final comment, let us mention that, as usual, the
cosmological solutions for the evolution of the scale factor
can be derived from the expression (da=dη ¼ a2H),Z
da
a2ðκ2ρeffðaÞ=3 − k=a2Þ1=2 ¼
Z
dηþ C; ð68Þ
where η is the usual conformal time, dt ¼ adη.
B. Bouncing cosmology
1. Nonsingular solutions
In principle, the minimum of the scale factor, which is
present in the ECSK theory, should change in the ECDM
model presented here. The Friedman equations can be
combined as
H2ðaÞ ¼ κ
2
3
½αrada−4 − κ2αsa−6 þ ρs−AðaÞ − ka−2; ð69Þ
with ρsðaÞ¼−κ2αsa−6, αs>0, and ρs−AðaÞ ¼ λρsfðAðaÞÞ.
By simplicity, let us take the choice k ¼ 0, and by looking
for the zeroes of H2ðaÞ ¼ 0, we get the equation,
a2 −
κ2αs
αrad
þ a
6ρs−AðaÞ
αrad
¼ 0: ð70Þ
In the standard ECSK theory (ρs−A switched off), we obtain
the value of the scale factor at the bounce,
ab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ2αs
αrad
s
: ð71Þ
For the ECDM model considered in this work, the exact
value for the scale factor at the bounce will depend on the
parameters αr, αs as well as on the parameter λ and on the
value of ρs−A at some reference time. We can take
the general case with ρs−A ¼ αs−Aab, and for the cases
we have seen above (for instance, b ¼ −2.88, b ¼ 2, and
b ¼ 0), the corresponding expressions for the scale factor at
the bounce can be obtained.
To this end, let us consider first the Friedman equation
without the (dust) matter term, which can be written as
H2ðxÞ ¼ H20ðΩrad0 x−4 þΩs0x−6 þ Ωs−A0 xb þ Ωk0x−2Þ; ð72Þ
with x≡ a=a0 and the parameters,
αs ¼ −3κ−4H20Ωs0a60; αrad ¼ 3κ−2H20Ωrad0 a40;
αs−A ¼ 3κ−2H20Ωs−A0 a−b0 ; Ωs−A0 ¼ λfðAÞΩs0

a
a0

−6−b
;
and jΩs0j ∼ κ2ℏ2Ωmat0 n0, with n0 ∼ ðn0=nγCMB0 ÞnγCMB0 being
the present fermion density number as a function of the
ratio of fermions to CMB photons. In the expression,
Ωs−A0 ¼ λfðAÞΩs0ð aa0Þ−6−b, one can see that fðAÞ ∼ a6þb,
which is compatible with ρs−AðaÞ ¼ λρsfðAÞ ¼ αs−Aab. If
we include now the matter term, for different values of b
(positive or negative), one gets a bounce in the early
Universe just like in the usual ECSK cosmology, where
the scale factor and the energy densities remain finite. To
illustrate this idea, in the case, ρs−AðaÞ ∼ a−4 (b ¼ −4)
with k ¼ 0, we get
ab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ2αs
αrad þ jαs−Aj
s
: ð73Þ
For the specific case of spherical spatial hypersurfaces of
constant cosmic time, k ¼ 1, we have the following two
solutions:
ab ¼

κ2
6
ðαrad þ jαs−AjÞ
∓ 1
6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−12κ2αs þ κ4ð−jαs−Aj − αradÞ2
q 1=2
: ð74Þ
Finally, for hyperbolic spatial hypersurfaces of constant
cosmic time, k ¼ −1, we arrive at the following two
solutions:
ab ¼

−κ2
6
ðjαs−Aj þ αradÞ
∓ 1
6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12κ2αs þ κ4ðαrad þ jαs−AjÞ2
q 1=2
: ð75Þ
These expressions can be compared with the corresponding
solutions for the ECSK model: for k ¼ 1, we have
ab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ2αrad ∓
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ4α2rad − 12κ2αs
p
6
s
; ð76Þ
and for k ¼ −1,
ab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−κ2αrad ∓
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ4α2rad þ 12κ2αs
p
6
s
: ð77Þ
For ECDM theory with b ¼ −2, we get similar expres-
sions, for flat geometries, k ¼ 0,
ab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αrad 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α2rad − 4κ2αsjαs−Aj
p
2jαs−Aj
s
;
two solutions for spherical geometries, k ¼ 1,
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ab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ2αrad 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ4α2rad − 12κ4αs − 4κ6αsjαs−Aj
q
6þ 2κ2jαs−Aj
vuut
; ð78Þ
and also two solutions for the hyperbolic geometries,
k ¼ −1,
ab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ2αrad 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ4α2rad þ 12κ4αs − 4κ6αsjαs−Aj
q
−6þ 2κ2jαs−Aj
vuut
: ð79Þ
For the other values of b, one gets similar results, although
the expressions are quite more cumbersome. We emphasize
the fact that the presence of a minimum value of the scale
factor in the early hot big bang implies the finiteness of
geometrical quantities at the bounce, such as the Ricci
curvature and torsion of the RC spacetime. For instance, in
the ansatz Aμ ¼ ðϕðtÞ; 0; 0; 0Þ, one has
Tαβγ ¼ κ2ðsDαβγ þ 2λκ2sDα½βjρAγAρÞ: ð80Þ
Since sDαβγ is totally antisymmetric, then K
λ ¼ 2Tλ ¼ 0, so
that using Eq. (25), we have
R ¼ R˜ − κ4

λκ2ð2 − λκ2ϕ2Þϕ2s˘2 − 3
2
s˘2

: ð81Þ
In case III, ϕðaÞ ∼ a4 and in general, sD ∼ s˘ ∼ nðtÞ ∼ a−3,
therefore,
RðabÞ ∼ R˜ðabÞ − 2αλκ6a2b þ βλ2κ8a10b þ γa−6b ; ð82Þ
where α, β, γ are constants and ab is the scale factor at the
bounce. Similarly, the torsion components also remain
finite. Let us note that the second and third terms in the
expression above scale with ∼a2 and ∼a10, respectively,
which could imply a cosmological future singularity,
occurring asymptotically when the scale factor goes to
infinity.
2. Early acceleration and cyclic cosmology
One can show that, for any λ ≠ 0, in the cases studied
above for b ¼ −2.88, b ¼ 2, b ¼ 3, and b ¼ 0 (a variation
of case IV), besides the minimum of the scale factor at the
big bang, there is a period of acceleration where the Hubble
parameter increases until it reaches a maximum and starts
decreasing (period of deceleration). This is valid for the
spherical, flat, and hyperbolic spatial geometries. The effect
of increasing the strength of the corrections to progressively
higher values of λ are different. For b ¼ −2.88 (case I) and
for the three spatial geometries, both the value of the scale
factor at the bounce and the “instant” of transition from
positive acceleration towards deceleration tend to move
into later times. On the other hand, in the cases b ¼ 2 (case
III) and b ¼ 0 (variation of case IV) and also for
b ¼ −2.88, an increasing λ reveals the relevance of a
negative contribution to the energy density at later times.
Indeed, for a critical value of such a contribution, there will
be a value of the scale factor for which the Hubble
parameter vanishes (the deceleration and the expansion
itself stops), and above that value, it becomes imaginary,
H2ðaÞ < 0.
The case of a constant energy density contribution
(b ¼ 0) is particularly illuminating on this issue. From
the Friedman equations (69), the late-time cosmology of a
positive constant energy density dominating asymptotically
leads to the convergence of the Hubble parameter into a
constant value of HðaÞ, but if the contribution from a
negative energy density component starts to dominate, then
the Hubble parameter is not well defined from the Friedman
equations, as it becomes imaginary. This transition (when
H ¼ 0) could be interpreted as a future bounce, and it is
compatible with the idea of nature obeying, at least, the
dominant energy condition ρ ≥ jpj (which implies the
weak condition ρ ≥ 0, ρþ p ≥ 0), an interpretation that
becomes quite clear in the flat case, k ¼ 0. Furthermore,
due to the symmetry of the underlying Friedman equations,
this future bounce would be followed by a contraction,
HðaÞ < 0, gradually accelerated, then the contraction
would move towards a decelerated contraction phase [since
HðaÞ has a local minimum] until finally reaching the
minimum of the scale factor. At that point, the energy
conditions and the requirement of a nonimaginary (real)
Hubble parameter imply a nonsingular behavior and the
new cycle of accelerated expansion followed by decelerated
expansion would start.
This contracting behavior is a natural path for the
solution at the future bounce since there are two real
solutions, HðaÞ ¼ 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρeffðaÞ − k=a2
p
, corresponding to
two branches of the possible cosmic history, in this case,
joined together at the two bounces. In both the early
accelerated expansion (in branch 1) and in the sudden halt
of the accelerated contraction (in branch 2) into a period of
decelerated contraction, the effects due to the contribution
of the dominant spin-spin (torsion induced) interaction will
prevent a cosmic singularity. This cyclic behavior is what
happens in cases I, III, and IV (variation), as well as in
several other models corresponding to different values of b.
We summarize this discussion in Table I, and depict
these behaviors in Figs. 1 and 2. We point out that this
dynamics could be further explored by explicitly introduc-
ing a positive cosmological constant, though we shall deal
in the next section with an effective cosmological constant
out of the spin-spin interaction of fermionic vacuum
condensates.
C. Effective cosmological constant and dark-energy
Let us now present three different results relevant for the
cosmological constant/dynamical dark energy problem [41]
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within ECDM theory. We begin by noting that one can
easily show that if instead of s˘is˘j ∼ s˘2δij=3 and AiAj ∼
A⃗2δij=3, we take s˘
is˘j ∼ s˘2δij and AiAj ∼ A⃗
2δij, then case IV
corresponds to ws−A ¼ −1, and Aj ∼ a4, with ρs−A ∼
constant (b ¼ 0). This yields an effective cosmological
constant with an energy density scale set by λκ4ℏ2n2refA
2
ref,
where nref is the fermion number density at some reference
cosmic time. Indeed, in this case, we have
ρcorr ≃ −κ2s˘2

3
4
− λκ2A⃗2

; ð83Þ
where
ρs−A ¼ ρeffΛ ¼
λκ4
2
βsn2A⃗
2 ¼ const; ð84Þ
with βs ∼ ℏ2. As we saw previously, since A⃗
2 < 0, instead
of having a positive cosmological constant effect and the
resulting late-time acceleration, one gets a future bounce
with a transition from decelerated expansion into a period
of accelerated contraction, in the cyclic scenario dis-
cussed above.
The second interesting solution corresponds to b ¼ 3 in
the first version of case IV. Here, we have ρs−A ≃
−κ2s˘2 λκ2
3
A⃗2 > 0 and
ρcorr ≃ −αsa−6 þ αs−Aa3; αs−A > 0; ð85Þ
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the Hubble parameterHðaÞ with the scale factor a=a0 for the ECDMmodel without (ECSK model, left) and with
(right) the nonminimal couplings in the matter fields induced by torsion. These corrections to the effective energy density ρs−A ∼
ρsfðAÞ ∼ ab give raise to late-time effects, whereas ρs ∼ −κ2s˘2 is the spin-spin interaction term that is responsible for the nonsingular
behavior in the early Universe. The plot on the right shows a typical solution with a future bounce, a nonsingular behavior at the
minimum of the scale factor, and a period of early accelerated expansion. All models we analyzed, except case IV (b ¼ 3, ρs−A > 0),
show a typical cosmological behavior as illustrated on the right plot, for the three spatial geometries k ¼ −1, 0, 1. The parameters used
are Ωr ¼ 0.7, Ωm ¼ 0.32, Ωs ¼ −0.02, H0 ¼ 68, Ωk ¼ 0.01, αs−A ¼ −0.08, b ¼ 2.
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FIG. 2. On the left figure, we can see the cyclic behavior of ECDM model explicitly, with the two branches in HðaÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρeffðaÞ − k=a2
p
smoothly joined together at the bounces. A period of early accelerated expansion is followed by decelerated
expansion, bounce, and accelerated contraction, decelerated contraction and again the bounce at the minimum of the scale factor, with
the repetition of the cosmological cycle. On the right, we have the relevant case IV (b ¼ 3, ρs−A > 0), where a late-time accelerated
phase is also present. The parameters used are (left) Ωr ¼ 0.7, Ωm ¼ 0, Ωs ¼ −0.02, H0 ¼ 68, Ωk ¼ −0.01, αs−A ¼ −0.08, b ¼ 0;
(right) Ωr ¼ 0.7, Ωm ¼ 0, Ωs ¼ −0.02, H0 ¼ 68, Ωk ¼ −0.01, αs−A ¼ 1.8, b ¼ 3.
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representing a nonsingular cosmology with early acceler-
ation (as in the other cases), but it also predicts a late-time
accelerated expansion phase. This behavior is driven by an
effective dark energy effect supported by the term ρ ∼ a3
and arising from a nonminimal coupling in the matter fields
induced by torsion, which starts dominating at later times.
The third result is motivated by the possibility of quark
condensates in vacuum predicted by QCD, i.e., the effects
of nonzero vacuum expectation values h0jψ¯ψ j0i: Indeed,
in ECDM theory, we can generalize the effective cosmo-
logical constant obtained in the literature of ECSK theory
[55] as
ρeffΛ ∼
3κ2
4
h0js˘2j0i þ λκ4½ðαþ ζλκ2A2Þh0js˘2j0iA2
þ ðβ þ ελκ2A2Þh0js˘μs˘νj0iAμAν; ð86Þ
with α; β; ς; ε constants, which depend on the above spin
density vacuum expectation values and on the electromag-
netic four potential. Since we are considering fermions, we
will assume that these can form a condensate in vacuum
and use the Shifman-Veinshtein-Zakharov vacuum state
approximation, as in Ref. [55]. In such an approximation,
the following expression is valid:
h0jψ¯Γ1ψψ¯Γ2ψ j0i ¼
1
122
ðtrΓ1trΓ2 − trðΓ1Γ2ÞÞ
× ðh0jψ¯ψ j0iÞ2;
where Γ1, Γ2 are any matrix from the set fI; γi; γ½iγj;
γ5; γ5γig. Then, for quarks, QCD predicts a nonzero
expectation value of ψ¯ψ in vacuum,
h0jψ¯ψ j0i ≈ λ3QCD ≈ −ð230 MeVÞ3; ð87Þ
in geometrical system of units. We then get the general
result,
ρeffΛ ∼ ð54 meVÞ4 þ fðAÞðh0jψ¯ψ j0iÞ2; ð88Þ
where the second term is the modification in the prediction
of the ECSK theory of fermions.
1. Fermionic torsion
From the expression Teffμν ¼ Tμν þ Uμν, for the case of
fermionic torsion, we have
TΛμν ¼ −

κ4λ
2
ðA2s˘2 − ðs˘ · AÞ2Þ þ 3
4
κ2s˘λs˘λ

gμν; ð89Þ
where we recall that s˘μ ¼ ℏ
2
ψ¯γμγ5ψ . Therefore, we get an
additional term contributing to an effective cosmological
constant beyond the usual one coming from the spin-spin
interaction already present in the ECSK model. We can
then compute the expression for dark energy, in the ansatz
Aμ ¼ ð0; A⃗Þ, as
ρeffΛ ¼ −
3κ2
4
h0js˘js˘jj0i −
κ4λ
2
ðh0js˘js˘jj0iA2
− h0js˘ks˘jj0iAkAjÞ; ð90Þ
and after some algebra, we obtain
ρeffΛ ≈ −ð54 meVÞ4 þ
κ4λℏ2
3
ðh0jψ¯ψ j0iÞ2
×

2
3
A2 −
1
96
½ðA1Þ2 þ ðA2Þ2 þ ðA3Þ2

: ð91Þ
In the ansatz Aμ ¼ ðϕ; 0; 0; 0Þ, we get instead
ρeffΛ ¼ −
3κ2
4
h0js˘js˘jj0i þ
κ4λ
2
ðh0js˘js˘jj0iϕ2Þ; ð92Þ
therefore,
ρeffΛ ≈ −ð54 meVÞ4 − κ4λℏ2
2
9
ϕ2 × ðh0jψ¯ψ j0iÞ2: ð93Þ
These expressions extend the results from the standard
ECSK theory [55] by adding a dynamical dark energy term
TABLE I. In this table, one can see the main dynamical features of various cosmological scenarios studied in this paper. The
cosmological dynamics is determined by the Friedman equations with spin-spin and nonminimal couplings effects (in the matter fields)
induced by torsion. The late-time effects are dominated by the nonminimal interactions ρs−A ∼ ab.
Case I Case III Case IV Case IV (var)
b ¼ −2.88 b ¼ 2 b ¼ 3 b ¼ 0
Aμ ϕ ∼ a0.78 ϕ ∼ a4 Aj ∼ a11=2 Aj ∼ a4
ρs−A <0 <0 >0 <0
ws−A ≈ − 1=24 −5=3 −2 −1
Early bounce (amin) Yes Yes Yes Yes
Early acceleration Yes Yes Yes Yes
Future bounce (amax) Yes Yes    Yes
Late-time acceleration       Yes   
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which depends on the four potential (ϕ ∼ a4 in case III and
Aj ∼ a11=2 in case IV), during the Uð1Þ-breaking symmetry
phase induced by torsion. Let us point out that, as long as
the minimal coupling between torsion and the bosonic four
potential takes place, the dynamical dark energy term is
present. In other words, in the regimes in which the Uð1Þ
breaking term in the bosonic Lagrangian (8) is non-
negligible, the four potential will evolve with the scale
factor as it is explored in this work. Note that should λ be
considered as a scalar field then it would govern the
transition for a (spontaneous) symmetry breaking regime,
rather than having an explicit symmetry breaking as in the
case where λ is considered to be a constant coupling factor.
In the absolute value, the result from the simple ECSK
theory is much better than the ∼120 order of magnitude
discrepancy from observations (assuming GR with cosmo-
logical constant) with respect to the predictions from
quantum field theory. In the ECDM model, and from the
expressions above, in principle, this result could be further
improved depending on the ansatz taken for the four
potential.
2. Full approach including the bosonic spin tensor
Let us now consider the most general case in which
torsion not only couples to the bosonic sector, but it is also a
result of the contribution from the total spin density
including the spin density of bosons. Indeed, in such a
case one has to consider Eqs. (8) and (11). Let us begin by
isolating the following piece of the energy-momentum
tensor (26):
TeffΛμν ¼ −

κ2s˘2

3
4
þ λκ
2A2
2

þ λκ
4
2
× ½ð2 − λκ2A2ÞðA2s˘2 − ðA · s˘Þ2Þ − ðA · s˘Þ2

gμν;
ð94Þ
which was derived in the ansatz Aμ ¼ ðϕ; 0; 0; 0Þ. So, we
can write
TeffΛμν ¼ −

κ2s˘2

3
4
þ λκ
2ϕ2
2

þ λκ
4
2
ð2 − λκ2ϕ2Þϕ2s˘2

gμν;
ð95Þ
and therefore,
ρeffΛ ≈ −ð54 meVÞ4 −
κ4λ
2
ϕ2½1þ ð2 − λκ2ϕ2Þh0js˘2j0i;
leading to
ρeffΛ ≈ −ð54 meVÞ4
− κ4λℏ2
2
9
ϕ2½1þ ð2 − λκ2ϕ2Þðh0jψ¯ψ j0iÞ2: ð96Þ
Moreover, from Eq. (11), we see that T ∼ κ2sD þ λκ4sDϕ2,
(since s˜ ¼ 0). While the first term always decays, the
second might decay or not (if ϕ ∼ am with m ≥ 3=2).
However, the predicted behavior for ϕ rests on the validity
of the extended Maxwell Lagrangian. As one can see in
Eq. (8), the first term in the Uð1Þ-breaking term scales as
λT2ϕ2, and therefore if m ≥ 3, it does not decay.
In case I, we obtained the approximate solution
ϕ ∼ a0.78, so that the dark energy effect above is valid
only during the transient Uð1Þ broken phase since in this
case the Uð1Þ-breaking term in Eq. (8), λT2ϕ2, decays with
the increasing scale factor (see Table II). Note that the ϕ ∼
a0.78 behavior was deduced from a simplified and not very
robust approximation and, as we shall show below, the
generalized charge conservation equation seems to suggest
that ϕ ∼ a3 also in this case. If so, then interestingly the
torsion tensor T ∼ κ2sD þ λκ4sDϕ2 does not decay to zero,
leaving a constant torsion background. Moreover, as can be
seen in Eq. (8), the first term in the Uð1Þ-breaking term
λT2ϕ2 also remains constant.
D. Coupling to Maxwell dynamics
By varying Eq. (7), together with the minimal coupling
term jαAα, with respect to Aμ, one gets
∇μFμν ¼ λ−1jν; ð97Þ
where jν ¼ qψ¯γνψ is the Dirac charge current four vector.
This equation can be conveniently rewritten as
∇˜μF˜μν ¼ λ−1ðjν þ JνÞ; ð98Þ
TABLE II. In this table, we illustrate that even though torsion is
expected to decay, the Uð1Þ-breaking Lagrangian does not
necessarily decay too (see case III above). Note that, as explained
in the text, in the ansatz Aμ ¼ ðϕ; 0; 0; 0Þ, from Eq. (11), one can
see that T ∼ κ2sD þ λκ4sDϕ2, and while the first term always
decays, the second might not if ϕ ∼ am with m ≥ 3=2. This is
what happened in the alternative version of case I, where from
charge current arguments, it was found that ϕ ∼ a3, therefore
implying a nonzero constant background torsion in homogeneous
cosmologies.
Case I Case III
b ¼ −2.88 b ¼ 2
Torsion T ∼ κ2sD þ λκ4sDϕ2 T ∼ κ2sD
→ 0 → 0
Uð1Þ - LU1 ∼ λκ4s˘2ϕ2 LU1 ∼ λκ4s˘2ϕ2
Lagrangian → 0 ∼a2
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where we have defined the torsion-induced four current,
Jν ¼ −λ½2ðKνλμKγ½μλ þ KλKγ½λνÞAγ þ KνλμF˜μλ
þ KλF˜λν þ 2∇˜μðKγ½μνAγÞ; ð99Þ
with Kλ ≡ Kαλα.4
On the other hand, the generalized conservation equation
can be written as
∇˜νjν ¼ −∇˜νJν; ð101Þ
or, alternatively, as
∇νjν ¼ λ
2
½∇ν;∇μFμν; ð102Þ
where
½∇ν;∇μFμν ¼ RμενμFεν þ RνενμFμε þ 2Tγνμ∇γFμν ð103Þ
is the commutator of covariant derivation of an antisym-
metric (0,2) tensor in RC spacetime. This expression is
valid for the RC spacetime geometry, and the only require-
ment is a Maxwell-like bosonic field minimally coupled to
the RC geometry.
The induced four-current correction term Jν is due to the
presence of nonminimal couplings between Aμ and the
spinors ψ , ψ¯ and bosonic self-interactions, both effects
induced by torsion. It can be obtained by substituting the
Cartan equations in (100), or by direct variation of the
effective Maxwell Lagrangian (16). This torsion-induced
current Jν is given by
Jν ¼ λκ2½F˜αβðλA½αF˜βν þ 2A½αs˜βAνXðAÞÞ
þ 2F˜νβðFβλAλ þ 2sβYðAÞÞ
þ λ2κ2ðAνF˜αλAλ þ A2F˜ανÞF˜αγAγ
þ ðAνs˜2 − 2s˜νðA · s˜ÞÞZðAÞ
þ AνðA2s˜2 − ðA · s˜Þ2ÞWðAÞ
− κ2ðAνs˘2 − s˘νðA · s˘ÞÞ − ∇˜μ
 ∂LMcorr
∂ð∇˜μAνÞ

; ð104Þ
where the last term is computed as
∂LMcorr
∂ð∇˜μAνÞ
¼ 2λ2κ2ðA½μF˜νλAλ þ F˜α½μAνAα
− F˜½μβAνAβÞ þ 4λκ2A½μs˜ν
1 − λκ2A2
2þ λκ2A2
þ λ3κ4A2F˜½μγAνAγ; ð105Þ
and we have introduced the definitions,
XðAÞ≡ − 6λκ
2
ð2þ λκ2A2Þ2 ;
YðAÞ≡ − 1 − λκ
2A2
2þ λκ2A2 ;
ZðAÞ≡ 2κ
2ð1 − ð2 − λκ2A2ÞÞ
2þ λκ2A2 ;
WðAÞ≡ ½4λκ2ðð2þ λκ2A2Þðλκ2A2 − 1Þ;
− ð1 − λκ2A2ð2 − λκ2A2ÞÞÞ=ð2þ λκ2A2Þ3:
These highly involved expressions can be interpreted as
nonlinear electrodynamics with nonminimal couplings
between fermionic matter (spinors) and electromagnetic
fields induced by the RC spacetime geometry.
1. Maxwell fields in fermionic background torsion
In the case of fermionic torsion (neglecting the contri-
bution from the spin tensor of the bosonic field), the
bosonic Lagrangian is simplified to (18). Under the
assumption of the random spin distribution, we obtain
Jν ¼ −κ4λðs˘2Aν − ðs˘ · AÞs˘νÞ: ð106Þ
Since we take s˘λ to be spatial, we then have J0 ¼ −κ4λs˘2ϕ
and Ji ¼ 0 for Aμ ¼ ðϕ; 0; 0; 0Þ, while J0 ¼ 0 and Ji ¼
−κ4λðs˘2Ai − ðs˘ · AÞs˘iÞ for Aμ ¼ ð0; A⃗Þ. In the last expres-
sion, using the previous assumptions after an average
procedure, i.e., s˘is˘j ¼ s˘2δij=3, we obtain Ji ¼ − 23 κ4λs˘2Ai.
4As can be seen in the expression for the Lagrangian in Eq. (8),
or in the field equations above, the terms quadratic in the
contortion or, equivalently, in the spin density, resemble
Proca-like terms. From this analogy, the coupling between the
electromagnetic four potential and the spacetime torsion provides
an effective mass for the photon m2γ ∼ λT2 in physical conditions
where torsion is non-negligible and the Uð1Þ-breaking phase
transition takes place. The generalized current can also be
written as
Jν ¼ −λ½2ðTνλμTγμλ þ 2TλTγλνÞAγ
þ TνλμF˜μλ þ 2TλF˜λν þ 2∇˜μðTγμνAγÞ; ð100Þ
where we have used the fact that contortion is antisymmetric in
the first two indices and also that Kν½λμ ¼ Tνλμ and Kλ ¼ 2Tλ.
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2. Full approach, including the bosonic spin tensor
In this case, we will again consider matter with a random
distribution of fermionic spins, where we neglect all
quantities linear in the Dirac spin, leaving only the
quadratic ones, which do not vanish after macroscopic
averaging. Taking the ansatz Aμ ¼ ðϕ; 0; 0; 0Þ, we find
Jν ¼ −λκ4½Aνs˘2 − s˘νðA · s˘Þ; ð107Þ
with J0 ¼ −κ4λs˘2ϕ and Ji ¼ 0, just as we had in the case of
a background fermionic torsion. Then, using the conserva-
tion equation (101), we are led to J0 ∼ a−3, with ϕ ∼ a3.
Since this seems to be a more robust result than the ϕ ∼
a0.78 previously used, if we go back to the fluid description
in case I, we then get ρs−A ∼ Bþ Ca6 with B and C
negative constants. This fluid component manifests its
effects in the evolution of the Hubble rate at late times
implying an anticipation of the future bounce into earlier
times, in comparison with the other cosmological solutions
with a future bounce.
On the other hand, taking into account the ansatz
Aμ ¼ ð0; A⃗Þ, Maxwell’s equations can be written as
Äi þH _Ai ¼ λ−1ðji þ JiÞ; ð108Þ
and we can take ji ≃ 0, on average. Alternatively, we have
A00i þ A0i

1
a
þH
0
H

þ 3
a2H
Ai ¼ λ−1
Ji
a2H2
; ð109Þ
where H ¼ HðaÞ, and here, the prime denotes a derivative
with respect to the scale factor. In this case, this equation
together with the Friedman equation,
H2ðaÞ ¼ κ
2
3
ðαrada−4 − κ2αsa−6 þ ρs−AðaÞÞ − ka−2; ð110Þ
determine the dynamics for the relevant degrees of freedom
in the early Universe.
E. Generalized Hehl-Datta (Dirac) equation in a
cosmological context and matter/antimatter asymmetry
1. Fermionic torsion
The full cosmological dynamics is contained in the
Friedman equations (34) and (35), the equation for the
four potential (109), and the Dirac equation in a FLRW
background. To derive such dynamics, consider first the
Dirac action in a RC spacetime given by the Lagrangian
density in Eq. (6), for the case of fermionic torsion (12).
This yields the Fock-Ivanenko-Heisenberg-Hehl-Datta
equation [58],
iℏγμD˜μψ −mψ ¼
3κ2ℏ2
8
ðψ¯γνγ5ψÞγνγ5ψ : ð111Þ
For cosmological applications it is useful to consider the
comoving time variable dη ¼ dt=aðηÞ, and the FLRW
metric in its conformally flat expression,5
gμν ¼ a2ðηÞημν: ð112Þ
Then, we can use the identity,
γμD˜μψ ¼ a−52ðηÞγb∂bða32ðηÞψÞ; ð113Þ
with b ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3, to arrive at the Hehl-Datta (Dirac)
equation in a FLRW background,
iℏγ0χ0 ¼ maχ þ 3κ
2ℏ2
8
a−2ðχ¯γνγ5χÞγνγ5χ;
where
χðηÞ≡ a32ðηÞψ ; χ¯ðηÞ≡ a32ðηÞψ¯ ; ð114Þ
and the derivative is now performed with respect to the
conformal time η.
Analogously, the generalized Hehl-Datta (Dirac) equa-
tion, including the nonminimal interaction with the electro-
magnetic four potential, in the case of fermionic torsion,
can be easily derived from Eqs. (17) and (18) and is
given by6
iℏγμD˜μψ þ

qγμAμ −
κ2λℏ
4
fργργ5 −m

ψ
¼

κ4λℏ2
2
A2 þ 3κ
2ℏ2
8

ðψ¯γνγ5ψÞγνγ5ψ
−
κ4λℏ2
2
ðψ¯γβγ5ψÞγλγ5ψAβAλ; ð115Þ
and in the background of a FLRW cosmological metric, it
becomes
iℏγ0χ0 þ

qγμAμ −
κ2λℏ
4
fργργ5 −m

aχ
¼

κ4λℏ2
2
A2 þ 3κ
2ℏ2
8

a−2ðχ¯γνγ5χÞγνγ5χ
−
κ4λℏ2
2
a−2ðχ¯γβγ5χÞγλγ5χAβAλ; ð116Þ
with a similar dynamical (diffusionlike) cubic equation for
χ¯. In these equations, γμ ¼ ebμγb and γν ¼ ecνγc, where the
5Note that, as explicitly shown in [59–62], it is possible to find
a system of coordinates where this formula is valid even for the
open (k ¼ −1) and closed (k ¼ 1) FLRW scenarios, since the
Weyl tensor vanishes in all these cases.
6Note, however, that if one performs the variational principle
fromLm without substituting the torsion tensor via Cartan relations
(12) and only make such a replacement after the derivation of the
dynamical equations, then in this case of fermionic torsion, one
arrives again at the usual Hehl-Datta equation.
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tetrads in our coordinates become ebμ ¼ δbμa and
ecν ¼ δcνa−1, which follows from eaαebβηab ¼ gαβ
(a, b, c ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3) and its inverse relation. We have
also assumed homogeneous fields, so that each variable
depends only on the conformal time. Accordingly, fν is
given by Eq. (19), where the only nonvanishing compo-
nents of the Faraday tensor in this system of coordinates
are F˜0jðηÞ ¼ ∂ηAj ¼ aðηÞ _Aj.
In the ansatz of Aμ ¼ ðϕðtÞ; 0; 0; 0Þ, we get
iℏγ0χ0 þ ðqγ0ϕ −mÞaχ
¼

κ4λℏ2
2
ϕ2 þ 3κ
2ℏ2
8

a−2ðχ¯γνγ5χÞγνγ5χ
−
κ4λℏ2
2
a−2ϕ2ðχ¯γ0γ5χÞγ0γ5χ; ð117Þ
with ϕ ∼ a4 (case III) yields
iℏγ0χ0 þ ðqγ0Ca4 −mÞaχ
¼ 3κ
2ℏ2
8
a−2ðχ¯γνγ5χÞγνγ5χ
κ4λℏ2
2
Ca6ðχ¯γkγ5χÞγkγ5χ;
ð118Þ
where C is an integration constant.
2. Full approach including the bosonic spin tensor
To consider the general case, i.e., taking into account the
bosonic contribution to the spin tensor and therefore to the
torsion, we start from the general expression of the Dirac
equation minimally coupled to the RC geometry,
iℏγμD˜μψ þ ðqγμAμ −mÞψ ¼ −
3ℏ
2
T˘λγλγ5ψ : ð119Þ
We now simply substitute the axial torsion vector in (14),
derived from the full Cartan equations (11). After some
algebra, we obtain the following extended Dirac (cubic)
equation7:
iℏγμD˜μψ þ ðqγμAμ −mÞψ
¼ fðAÞðψ¯γνγ5ψÞγνγ5ψ
þ αλαðAÞðψ¯γαγ5ψÞγλγ5ψ þ βλðA; F˜Þγλγ5ψ ; ð121Þ
where we have defined
fðAÞ≡ 3κ
2ℏ2
8
þ λκ
4ℏ2
4
A2;
ασεðAÞ≡ −λκ4ℏ2AσAε;
βλðA; F˜Þ≡ − λκ
2ℏ
2
ϵλαβγA½αF˜βγ: ð122Þ
Therefore, in the context of FRLW cosmology,
iℏγ0χ0 þ ½qγμAμ − βρðA; F˜Þγργ5 −maχ
¼ fðAÞa−2ðχ¯γνγ5χÞγνγ5χ
þ αβλðAÞa−2ðχ¯γβγ5χÞγλγ5χ; ð123Þ
and in the ansatz Aμ ¼ ðϕðtÞ; 0; 0; 0Þ, we have
fðϕÞ≡ 3κ
2ℏ2
8
þ λκ
4ℏ2
2
ϕ2;
α00ðϕÞ ¼ − λℏ
2κ4
4
ϕ2;
βα ¼ 0; ð124Þ
which yields the result,
iℏγ0χ0 þ ðqγ0ϕ −mÞaχ ¼ fðϕÞa−2ðχ¯γνγ5χÞγνγ5χ
þ α00ðϕÞa−2ðχ¯γ0γ5χÞγ0γ5χ:
ð125Þ
Using the result derived from the generalized charge
conservation, ϕðaÞ ∼ a3, we then get fðϕÞ ∼ constþ a6,
and α00 ∼ −a6. The equation above is coupled to the
equation for the adjoint spinors,
iℏχ¯0γ0 − aχ¯ðqγ0ϕ −mÞ ¼ −fðϕÞa−2ðχ¯γνγ5χÞγνχ¯γ5
− α00ðϕÞa−2ðχ¯γ0γ5χÞγ0χ¯γ5:
ð126Þ
Under a charge conjugation (C) operation ψ → −iγ2ψ≡
ψch, corresponding to the Dirac equation for antiparticles,
we have instead
iℏγ0ðχchÞ0 − ðqγ0ϕþmÞaχch
¼ −fðϕÞa−2ð ¯χchγνγ5χchÞγνγ5χch
− α00ðϕÞa−2ð ¯χchγ0γ5χchÞγ0γ5χch: ð127Þ
Since the dynamics for (homogeneous) spinors repre-
senting fermions and antifermions are different (the cubic
terms have changed signs) and are therefore related to
different decay laws, this is highly relevant for the topic
of matter/antimatter asymmetry in the early Universe.
7If we consider instead the total matter Lagrangian,
Lm ¼ LD þ LM þ jμAμ; ð120Þ
with LD given by (15) and LM ¼ L˜M þ LMcorr with LMcorr as
in Eq. (16), i.e., if we substitute Cartan’s equations at the
Lagrangian level and then vary with respect to spinors, we arrive
at a similar Dirac equation with more complicated functions of A
and F˜.
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To illustrate this idea qualitatively, one could simply
consider two different orbits in the space ðy0; yÞ for different
values of η in the following dynamical scenario: y0ðy; ηÞ ¼
y½Bη1=2  ðCη2 þDη−1Þy2, which is motivated from the
above equations. Such a simplified but quite general
behavior can be obtained by considering a ∼ t2=ð3þ3wdomÞ
and wdom ¼ 1 for the dominant fluid in the early Universe,
leading to ρdom ∼ a−6, a ∼ t1=3, η ∼ t2=3, t ∼ η3=2, and
therefore, a ∼ η1=2. Of course in our model, things are
more complicated since we have four component spinors,
but the trajectories associated to the þ and − sign above
(corresponding to fermions and antifermions, respectively)
already illustrate how a matter/antimatter asymmetry could
be generated in the torsion era of the early Universe.
Although there are no parity-breaking terms in our model
(which is one of the Zakharov requisites, together with C
breaking, for a successful mechanism generating matter/
antimatter asymmetry), our model does include an explicit
C-symmetry breaking. One could go beyond the minimal
coupling of fermions and torsion to include such parity-
breaking terms, as these appear naturally in some quadratic
models of Poincare´ gauge theory of gravity.
It has been shown (see [29] and references therein) that
by solving the Dirac-Hehl-Datta equation, in the approxi-
mation of zero curvature and constant background torsion,
the energy levels are different for fermions and antifer-
mions. This can have consequences for the matter/
antimatter asymmetries in the context of baryogenesis.
Another interesting consequence is the fact that, depending
on whether a fermion has its spin aligned or antialigned
with the background spin (torsion) density field, its energy
is different and transitions between these levels can produce
emission/absorption lines with a kind of hyperfine struc-
ture. This is reminiscent of the Zeeman effect, with the
background torsion acting as the external magnetic field.
We expect a generalization of these effects, in the case of
our extended nonlinear Dirac equation, to be relevant for
the particle physics of the early Universe or inside ultra-
compact astrophysical objects.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have studied the Einstein-Cartan-Dirac-
Maxwell model implementing the Uð1Þ-symmetry break-
ing and discussed its cosmological applications. The
theoretical foundations of this model rely on fermionic
(spinors) and bosonic (vector) fields minimally coupled to
torsion of a Riemann-Cartan spacetime geometry. In this
framework, one is led to the Cartan equations relating the
torsion tensor to the fundamental matter fields via the total
matter spin tensor. Substituting torsion as a function of the
matter field variables, one obtains generalized Einstein-
like, Dirac-like, and Maxwell-like equations. This induces
nonlinear Dirac and electromagnetic dynamics with self-
interactions (fermion-fermion, and boson-boson) and
nonminimal fermion-boson interactions, and the resulting
energy-momentum contributions for the gravitational
equations.
Regarding cosmology, the ECDM model presented here
gives rise to generalized Friedman dynamics coupled to
bosonic and fermionic fields. The model is simplified if one
takes an effective fluid description without needing to solve
for the (generalized) Hehl-Datta-Dirac equation on a
FLRW background. The resulting model predicts non-
singular cosmologies with a bounce, similarly as in the
original ECSK theory. In the Uð1Þ-broken phase and
neglecting bosonic self-interactions, there is an effective
fluid component with energy density scaling as
ρcorr ∼ ρs þ ρs−A, where ρs ∼ −κ2s˘2 ∼ n2 ∼ a−6 is a (neg-
ative) contribution from the spin-spin self interaction, and
ρs−A ∼ κ2s˘2fðAÞ comes from the nonminimal interactions
(induced by torsion) between fermionic and bosonic fields.
The latter can also introduce a negative contribution to the
energy density depending on the fðAÞ contribution [and
therefore on the evolution of the bosonic four vector AðaÞ].
We considered two different ansatze for the four potential,
namely Aμ ¼ ðϕ; 0; 0; 0Þ and Aμ ¼ ð0; A⃗Þ. A typical exam-
ple is fðAÞ ∼ λκ2A2, in the approximation, where torsion is
exclusively due to the spin tensor of fermions (cases III and
IV), although λ2κ4A4 terms can also be present in the case
where the bosonic spin tensor also contributes to torsion
(cases I and II). In all cases, we get a nonsingular early
Universe description in terms of a minimum value for the
scale factor at which HðaÞ ¼ 0 for all possible spatial
curvature values k ¼ −1, 0, 1, due to the (negative)
contribution from the spin-spin interaction. Moreover,
these solutions show an accelerated expansion period after
the bounce until HðaÞ reaches a maximum value, followed
by a decelerated expansion.
Regarding the effects of the nonminimal interactions
induced by torsion, in the variation of case IV, we get
ρs−A ≃ constant < 0, which has no significant effect on the
early dynamics, but it can give rise to a halt of the decelerated
expansion period at some future value of the scale factor, that
is, HðamaxÞ ¼ 0. In fact, most cases manifest this late-time
behavior for non-negligible values of λ. By considering the
two branches of the family of solutions for the Hubble
parameter, HðaÞ ¼ 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ2=3ðρþ ρcorrÞ − k=a2
p
, and the
physical requirement of matter obeying the weak or dom-
inant energy conditions, one is naturally led to interpret such
future behavior as a bounce (continuously) bridging a
decelerated expansion phase to an accelerated contraction
phase. Then, following this negative solution of the square
root above, the accelerated contraction also reaches a
maximum (absolute) value when the Hubble parameter
reaches a (negative) minimum and the contraction pro-
gresses in a decelerated manner until it reaches another
minimum of the scale factor. At that instant, again the
Hubble parameter HðaÞ vanishes, and the solution transits
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from the negative root to the positive root branch, in
accordance with the physical energy (weak) conditions.
This is another bounce, linking a decelerated contraction
phase to an accelerated expansion, and the cycle repeats over
and over (see Fig. 2). This cyclic behavior depends on both
the existence of the strong spin-spin (negative energy) effect
and on the (negative) energy contribution from the non-
minimal couplings, which only becomes relevant in the late-
time decelerated expansion phase. The strength of such a
term depends on the single free parameter of the model, λ.
The cyclic Universes are more intuitive for models, where
fðAÞ ∼ anwithn ≥ 6 (but are not exclusive to these), as long
as ρcorr < 0.
It is pertinent to briefly comment on the existence of
negative energy densities in the ECDM model. Firstly, in
the Friedmann equations (34), the energy density ρ of the
relativistic fluid in the radiation era (the quark-gluon-lepton
plasma) is positive. It is the corrections induced by torsion
i.e., the spin-spin (fermion-fermion) self-interaction and the
fermion-boson nonminimal couplings, that can be negative.
The spin-spin energy density is always negative (also
present in the Weyssenhof fluid of ECSK cosmology),
and the induced fermion-boson nonminimal coupling can
also be negative in some cases. As mentioned earlier, the
first one is responsible for preventing the initial cosmic
singularity and decays very rapidly with ∼a−6, while the
second one can give rise to late-time effects and in
particular, to the occurrence of a future cosmic bounce,
with the corresponding transition from an expansion phase
into a contraction one. The effective energy density should
not be considered as a sum of different fluid components
(since no extra fields are assumed) but rather as a single
relativistic fluid with spin, that contains certain torsion-
induced interaction energies within its fermionic and
bosonic fields. Although these interactions can have
negative energy densities associated to it, the analysis of
cosmological perturbations of the Einstein-Cartan-Dirac-
Maxwell theory is beyond the scope of the paper and might
be addressed in a future work. The analysis of cosmological
perturbations of the Weyssenhof spin fluid in ECSK, which
also has spin-spin negative energy densities induced by
torsion, has already been carried out (see, for exam-
ple, [63]).
One of the solutions found (case IV) is particularly
interesting as it is a nonsingular cosmology with an early
acceleration period followed by a decelerated expansion
and finally, by a late-time accelerated epoch (see Fig. 2). In
general, all these late-time effects seem surprising, since
usually one takes the torsion effects on the metric to be
significant at or above Cartan’s density 1024 g cm−3.
Although this is true for the (axial-axial) four-fermion
spin-spin self-interaction effects induced by torsion, the
effects due to the nonminimal couplings in the matter fields
induced by torsion can be relevant for late-time cosmology.
The emergence in the same solution of bouncing early-time
behavior, an early period of accelerated expansion, a
deceleration phase, and a late-time period of acceleration
is a fantastic example of the richness of the cosmological
dynamics of an extremely simple theory as the Einstein-
Cartan theory with matter fields minimally coupled to the
RC spacetime geometry.
The ECDM model predicts a negative cosmological
constant in the variation of case IV with an energy density
scale set by λκ4ℏ2n2refA
2
ref. Such a constant is responsible for
a cyclic cosmological behavior as described above. On the
other hand, if one takes a semiquantum approach in the
quark-gluon plasma and consider the presence of quark
condensates in vacuum as predicted by QCD, i.e., the
nonvanishing vacuum expectation value of h0jψ¯ψ j0i, then
the model predicts the existence of an effective cosmo-
logical constant and a dynamical dark energy contribution.
The first term comes from the spin-spin energy interaction
of vacuum (of fermionic quark fields) which enters the
ECSK equations, and the second term is due to the
(nonminimal) interaction between this vacuum term and
the bosonic fields, taken here as classical fields. These
results extend those of standard ECSK theory [55], by
adding a dynamical dark energy term, which depends on
the four potential and which cannot be neglected during the
Uð1Þ-broken symmetry phase induced by torsion. As long
as the minimal coupling between torsion and the bosonic
four potential takes place, the dynamical dark energy term
will be there. In other words, in the regimes in which the
Uð1Þ-breaking term in the bosonic Lagrangian (8) is non-
negligible, the four potential will evolve with the scale
factor as derived from the corresponding Maxwell-like
equations or from the generalized continuity equations.
It is pertinent to ask when does the torsion ceases to be
important and becomes negligible. The answer depends on
the case: for instance, in the usual ECSK theory with
torsion coupled only to fermions, one gets Tαβγ ∼ κ2sDαβγ ∼
a−3 and the metric torsion effects scale with ∼a−6, leading
to a torsion era in the very early Universe. Now, when
torsion couples also to vector bosonic fields, but it is only
sourced by fermion spin density, then the Uð1Þ-symmetry
breaking Lagrangian term in (8) can in principle decrease
until it becomes negligible or not (see Table II). In the most
general case, when torsion not only couples to the bosonic
sector but it is also a result of the contribution from the total
spin density including the spin density of bosons, the
situation is similar to the case where torsion is due to
fermionic spin densities, but there are situations in which a
nonvanishing constant torsion background is predicted
(variation of case I). This topic requires further research
since it needs to be carefully addressed in a quantum field
theory context within a RC spacetime and strong-gravity
regime.
From a more theoretical point of view, one can discuss
the validity of using a description of matter in terms of
fundamental fields (fermionic/bosonic) in the context of
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homogeneous and isotropic cosmologies and in the
Einstein-Cartan theory and its extensions. On one hand,
it should be reminded that the Weyssenhof fluid description
can only be compatible with the cosmological principle
upon some appropriate macroscopic averaging. On the
other hand, it follows from a careful analysis of the
paradigm changes that are required to consistently interpret
the gauge theories of gravity with non-Riemann geom-
etries, that Cartan equations are more appropriately inter-
preted as valid in microscopic scales.
One should also mention that the energy-momentum
tensor terms derived from the nonminimal couplings in the
matter Lagrangian could give rise to an effective fluid
description, which introduces anisotropic stresses. This
should affect the dynamics via the Raychaudhuri equation
and/or the conservation equation. We did not take into
account such effects in the present work since we used
the assumptions AiAj ∼ A2δij and s˘is˘j ∼ s˘2δij to simplify the
analysis. Again, this is reminiscent of the studies of the
Weyssenhof fluid, which is not fully compatible with
the cosmological principle but can still be considered in
the context of FLRW models by invoking macroscopic
averaging arguments [22]. Similarly, by exploring this idea,
our model calls for a more self-consistent cosmological
approach, for instance, within Bianchi spacetimes. Alter-
natively, if one maintains the FLRW models at the back-
ground level, the perturbations should incorporate the
anisotropic stresses, which might be important for the
generation of cosmological GWs induced by spin density
fluctuations (with nonzero, time varying quadrupole
moment) in the early Universe. One should also expect
the production of GWs from the transitions between the
primordial phases: from the Uð1Þ-broken phase to the
Uð1Þ-restored phase (in particular, if this symmetry break-
ing is spontaneously induced rather than explicit) and from
the usual torsion-dominated phase to the radiation phase.
These transitions can contribute to a stochastic GW back-
ground of cosmological origin, with possible imprints from
the physics beyond the standard model.
To conclude, in our view, there are good motivations to
keep with the analysis of gravitational models where non-
Riemannian geometries, fermionic spin densities, and
phase transitions become important, which can be tested
with astrophysical and cosmological GW observations in
the near future. Work along these lines is currently
underway.
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